Steps to Print (without supports)
This will take you from Meshmixer to the PSU PrintDepot
Read this first to understand some of the dilemmas a model can have and ways to avoid printing
problems: http://www.3dshook.com/2016/05/how-to-optimize-a-3d-model-for-3dprinting/#normal

You will need the following info in a few of the steps.




The printer bed size is 7” X 7”. Make your largest Dimension of your model 6.75”.
Before you do anything, Save your file to your desk top as a (.mix) to back up your
work. (Upper menu bar-File (then) Save As)
But for printing you need to export it as (*.stl). When your model is ready to print you will fill
out the form Here for the PSU Print Depot. If your stl file is over 20MB, which it probably will
be, you will need to save it to your One Drive and put the URL on the form. Be sure to follow
the instructions on the form which are pretty straight forward. You should get a
conformation email and a price. Don't forget to pick a color and put it in the note section of
the print form!

Millimeter to Inch conversion Calculator:
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF8#q=millimeters%20to%20inches

Step 1: Easily Import and Export Mesh Files
First of all, you will need to download and install Autodesk MeshMixer. Next,
you’ll need to import the 3D model file you want to optimize: Start MeshMixer and
click on Import in the middle of the window.
Next, select the file you want to edit. Autodesk MeshMixer supports the common
mesh file types: .STL, .OBJ, .PLY, .AMF and also .3MF, .OFF and .MIX. You can
also simply drag and drop files out of the Explorer into the edit space. You can
choose between the option to replace the current object or append to the model.

Step 2: Create a Plain Surface
Use the Plane Cut command to create a flat surface. This is a fast tool for
creating a smooth and stable surface to print on. Like the transform tool you can
move the plane in relation to world or local frame. Rotate and move the plane to
the position. The blue arrow indicates the direction you are going to cut. Click on
the blue arrow to switch directions.

Step 3: Create a solid model
It is now time to turn the mesh into a solid.
1. Click on Edit, and then Make Solid.

Select Make Solid to avoid paper-thin walls.

2. Select Solid Type. Now you can decide between different levels of accuracy to
transform the mesh. Choose Fast, as this is pretty precise and also fast to
process.

Higher accuracy requires more processing power.
3. Set Color Transfer Mode to Automatic.
4. You can now adjust Solid Accuracy. This setting will connect generated cells to
each other. Higher accuracy means a better detection of gaps but it will also
take longer to process. First, set Accuracy to about 100. You can either use the
slider or click on the value next to it and change it by typing.

5. Change Mesh Density to 100 as well. This will determine edges. If you enter a
smaller number, edges will be projected as chamfers.
6. Offset Distance allows you to make your object thicker or thinner. The filament
you are printing is always going to shrink when it cools down. PLA shrinks by up
to 1.5% and ABS in some cases by up to 5%! So if you know the percentage of
how much your filament is going to shrink, you can add some material to your
object. If accuracy is no big issue and if you have a rather small object,
just leave accuracy at zero. Click on Accept to continue.

Step 4: Auto-Repair and Patch Holes in Your Models
Before 3D printing your model, you want to make sure, there are no unwanted
holes or cuts in the object. You can simply check for irregularities with the repair
feature. Click on Analysis>Inspector. After computing, you will see different
colored balls pointing towards holes and gaps. The color of the ball symbolizes
the severity of the hole. Blue indicates a minor error, which can easily be
patched. Red stands for larger holes. MeshMixer will still fix them, but you might
want to check these areas after repairing. Pink indicates an island which will be
removed in the first step of repairing. You will have to run the Inspector tool a
second time to fix the hole for good. You can either click on the balls to fix each
error individually or hit Auto Repair All.

Step 5: Translation and Scaling of 3D Objects

Use the Transform tool to move your model around. It is not final though and you
can place it on the build plate later on.

Click the Edit button on the left and select Transform. Here you can change
basic placement data of the object or move and rotate it manually.
MESHMIXER TUTORIAL: MANUAL PLACEMENT
When placing objects you can switch between two reference points. First, you
have the World Frame which is defined by the center of the coordinate system in
your build space. Every transformation or rotation will be in relation to the center.
Secondly, you can work with the Local Frame. Here the translation is still relative
to the center of the coordinate system. However, the rotation is now defined by
the coordinate system of the object you are currently working with. You can also
scale your object alongside the X-, Y- and Z-Axis. Switch between both frames
via the Transform menu or the bubbles on the Transform circle. Use these basic
steps to move and scale your selected object.
1. Check the Enable Snapping box at the bottom of the Transform window. You
can change the Snap Step to the accuracy you need for placing objects. Here
you change the
2. Click and drag one of the arrows to move the object alongside an axis.
3. The quarter circles will rotate the object. Overlap the black increment circle to
activate snapping.
4. To scale your model, click and drag the withe cube in the center to scale it
uniformly. To stretch the model to one side, click and drag the square at the end
of the arrows.
5. Shift your model alongside a plane by click and dragging the triangles.
MESHMIXER TUTORIAL: AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT
By using the Align tool, you can place a flat side your object perfectly onto the
build plate. Select the object you want to align and set Base Point as source.
Now set “Destination” to the axis of the world coordinate system you want to
align. You can flip your object by clicking the blue arrow.

Step 6: Prepare for 3D Printing
Before 3D printing, you want to make sure your object is aligned with the ground
plane. To check if your model is planar to the ground plane go to Analysis >
Stability. This Meshmixer tool will calculate the Surface Area and Volume of
your object. Furthermore, it will show you in red the contact area with the ground
plane and if your object can tip. By adjusting the Contact Tol you give or take
some clearance between the ground plane and the object. The red dot in the
middle of your object indicates an unstable position. Green-lit, it’s a stable one.
There is one trick to adjust your object perfectly to the ground plane without
transforming in small steps.

Unstable Placement

Contact Tol set to 100
1. Go to Edit > Create Pivot. Set the Placement Mode to Surface Point and
Coordinate Frame to Geometry. Now click on the plane of your object you want
to align. This will place a pivot which functions as an independent coordinate
system. Click on Drop Pivot to confirm the placement and click on Done to exit.

2. Now go to Edit > Align, set the source to pivot and click on the pivot you placed
before. Set the destination to one of the Wold Origin coordinate axis. You can
also use Flip to turn your model.
3. Check the placement of your model again by using the Stability tool. It should
now be placed perfectly aligned to the ground plane.

Step 7: Stability and Thickness Analysis
Sometimes you want to do a fast analysis of your 3D objects geometry.
MeshMixer can not quite compete with industrial FEM-Analysis programs but
does a great job in computing properties like volume surface area and mass. The
Stability Tool of Meshmixer will calculate these properties for you. Learn how to
check the stability of your object with Meshmixer by reading tip 10.
Analyze the Thickness of your model with Analysis > Thickness. You can now
set the minimum thickness to the printing service or your own requirements and
MeshMixer will highlight the thin areas. When you click on the Balls indicating
thin spots, it will select the area and you can edit the area.

Step 8: Print your 3D model
Now your 3D model is optimized and ready for 3D printing! You can now export
your object by clicking on Export. Be sure to select .stl when you export it so the
printer can read it!

Step 9: Send it to the PSU Print Depot
When your model is ready to print you will fill out the form Here for the PSU
Print Depot. If your stl file is over 20MB, which it probably will be, you will
need to save it to your One Drive and put the URL on the form. Be sure to
follow the instructions on the form, which are pretty straight forward. You
should get a conformation email and a price. Don't forget to pick a color
and put it in the note section of the print form!

